Dear

I am writing to respond to your request sent on the 22\textsuperscript{nd} of August. OUHFT can confirm that it holds the data that you requested.

1. Please state which Integration Engine is installed and in use across the organisation? \textbf{Mirth}
2. Who monitors and supports the interfaces developed & deployed on the Integration Engine (IE / integration platform) \textbf{Internal}
3. If the support is externally managed; \textbf{No}
   a) what is the existing contract duration
   b) when is it due to expire
   c) who is the current support provider?
4. What is the current cost for this contract per year – or if the contract is for a longer period, the yearly costs, / overall cost and the duration? \textbf{N/A}
5. What is the procurement route for the above services should they be external to the Trust (Tender etc) \textbf{N/A}

Yours sincerely,